
GIVE THANKS 
 
 → On more than one occasion throughout the course of my ministry I have 
challenged the readers of a church newsletter that I have written or the hearers of a 
sermon that I have preached, to consider what kind of person they are; an optimist or a 
pessimist!  Are you the kind of person who looks at a half-filled glass and describes it as 
half full or are you the kind of person who looks at it and describes it as half empty?”  I’m 
not sure how any of you here tonight would respond to that question!  Would you be the 
kind of person who says, “Half full, still plenty left” or “Oh dear!  Half empty, it’s almost all 
gone?”  Would you say, “Half full, so plenty to share” or “Oh dear!  Half empty, so better 
keep what’s left for myself!?” 
 
……….There is perhaps a little part of all of us that tends to look at the world around us 
from time to time and, instead of seeing the abundance and the bounty of the creation 
around us, we become overwhelmed by what we sense is a scarcity of resources.  We 
worry that there’s not enough to go around, so we’d better get what we can while the going 
is good. 
  
……….We often see that kind of attitude displayed when we have news of a petrol 
shortage, or when really bad weather is forecast.  People rush out to the petrol stations 
and the supermarkets, and fill up their cars and their trolleys whether they really need to or 
not.  Despite assurances being given that there will be no shortage of fuel or that supplies 
of foodstuffs will get through as normal, not many people seem to trust those assurances 
and they behave quite greedily, desperate that they should not be the ones to “go without.”  
But, of course, in such situations, the increased demand by some, often means that there 
isn’t always enough for others.  Our anxious and selfish reactions to such situations can 
actually contribute to the scarcity! 
 
……….And it’s not just that kind of tangible resource that we worry about it seems.  In our 
own individual lives and perhaps more obviously within the life of the church, some of us 
worry that there’s not enough love, not enough time, not enough money, not enough 
energy, not enough of lots of things for everyone.  How are we going to be able to afford 
the building project?  How will we find enough people to support all the ministries that we 
perform?  It’s as if we believe in a God of scarcity! 
 
 → But guess what?  The very reason that we have so very much to celebrate at this 
harvest time is that our God is not a God of scarcity.  Far from it!  We worship a God of 
abundance!  What was it Paul said in that reading we heard earlier?  “God is able to 
provide you with every blessing in abundance.” 
 
……….Do we really believe that?  Has that truth really soaked deep into our very being or 
do we still find it jolly hard to believe when we look at what’s happening in the world?  We 
see images of people who are dying of hunger on our news programmes.  We see poverty 
even on the streets of our own communities.  But does the fact that hunger and poverty 
exist in our world need to lead us to the conclusion that our God is a God of scarcity?  I 
don’t think it has to and I don’t think it should because that view doesn’t resonate with what 
we read of God in scripture.  As we read the gospels Jesus reveals to us God’s 
abundance when: 

 he feeds five thousand people and still has twelve baskets of left-overs, and  

 he makes the disciples catch so many fish that their boat almost sinks.   
 
 



……….We worship the God who is able, Paul said, to provide us with “every blessing in 
abundance” and we’re going to spend some time this evening thinking about what that 
really means for us and for others as we give thanks this harvest time. 
 
 → First of all, God does give abundantly.  Why does he do that?  Well, quite simply 
because he can do not other, it is in his nature to do so.  He blesses us in ways that we 
don’t deserve and he actually provides us with far more than we need!  Paul said that “God 
scatters abroad, he gives to the poor; his righteousness endures forever.”  And one of the 
ways in which God displays his righteousness is by providing for those who are in need, 
but let’s be careful to take note of how he chooses to do that.  He chooses to provide for 
those in need through us; through you and me.  He blesses us abundantly not just for our 
own sake, but so that we can then in turn meet the needs of those who are in want.  So, 
the fat that so many people in the world don’t have what they need, and find it really hard 
to believe in an abundant God, says more about us as a human race and our inability to be 
grateful and share what we have, than it does about God! 
 
……….Perhaps though, there have been times in our lives when we have been the people 
in need and we have found God providing for our needs through the generosity of other 
people around us.  So, we begin to see how it all works!  God does not simply heap 
blessing after blessing upon us so that our own coffers will bulge and our own self-
importance increase.  God provides us with every blessing so that we can share what he 
has given us and demonstrate to the world the righteousness of God.  There’s nothing 
wrong with having plenty.  It’s what we then do with it that matters and how we use it to 
express our gratitude to God. 
 
 → So, God blesses us abundantly because it is his very nature to do so, because 
he wants to, but perhaps some of what I’ve already said gives us a clue to another reason 
for God’s actions.  Paul says it is “so that by having enough of everything you may share in 
every good work.”  God blesses us so that we are in a position to share in the good work 
that is going on around us and to do it cheerfully unlike the little girl who went to church 
with her mother one day and found herself with a difficult decision to make! 
 
……….”The mother wanted to teach her daughter an important lesson, so she gave 
the little girl a 10p piece and a £1 coin for church.  “Put whichever one you want into 
the offering and keep the other for yourself,” she told the girl.  Later, when they 
were coming out of church, the mother asked her daughter which coin she had 
chosen to give.  “Well,” said the little girl, “I was going to give the pound, but just 
before the collection the man in the pulpit said that we should all be cheerful givers.  
I knew I’d be a lot more cheerful if I gave the 10p, so I did.” 
 
……….When the apostle Paul wrote the letter that we have heard today, he was on a 
mission.  He wanted not only to share the good news of Jesus Christ, but also to raise 
funds for the Christians in Jerusalem who, at that time, were in danger of starving.  There 
was a real lack of abundance in Jerusalem then; in fact there was wide-spread hunger.  
But at Corinth the story was quite different.  So, Paul was pointing out to the Corinthian 
Christians that they had a wonderful opportunity to share in the good work and express 
their gratitude for what they had, by sharing their resources with their starving brothers and 
sisters in Jerusalem.   
 
 
 
 



……….There is surely an important principle here for all of us to take on board and apply 
in our lives.  God blesses us abundantly so that we can share what we have with others in 
need, whether that be physical need, spiritual need or emotional need.  John Wesley, of 
course, operated on much the same principle, urging the early Methodist Christians to 
earn all they could, and save all they could, so that they were able to share all they could.  
We would do well to heed his advice.  God blesses us abundantly so we may share with 
those in need.   
 
 → So, God gives abundantly so that we can give generously.  But what’s the point 
of our generosity?  Well, our generous giving results in even more blessing, not just for us, 
but also for other people and amazingly, even for God himself.  When we are generous, 
then abundant blessings are produced.  Paul wrote, “You will be enriched in every way for 
your great generosity.”  Now there is perhaps a part of us that kicks against that idea 
because we’ve been taught that we should give without expecting anything in return, and 
in a sense that is true.  Our motivation for giving shouldn’t be about what we might receive 
in return, but we should give in order to share what we have received from God’s generous 
hand.  However, even God’s word says that “some give freely, yet grow all the richer; 
others withhold what is due and only suffer want.”   
 
……….“There’s a story told of a prize-winning farmer who entered his corn into a national 
competition each year and almost every year it won first prize.  One year a newspaper 
reporter interviewed him and tried to discover the farmer's strategy for growing winning 
corn.  What was it?  Simply this: the farmer shared his seed corn with his neighbours.  
How can you afford to share your best seed corn with your neighbours when they are 
entering corn in competition with yours each year?" the reporter asked.  "Why" said the 
farmer, "don’t you know?  The wind picks up pollen from the ripening corn and swirls it 
from field to field. If my neighbours grow inferior corn, cross-pollination will steadily 
degrade the quality of my corn. If I am to grow good corn, I must help my neighbours grow 
good corn." 
 
……….You see, when we are generous with what we have then we are blessed.  That 
doesn’t mean that you or I are necessarily likely to be the next multi millionaire; being 
blessed by God and becoming a millionaire are two very different things, but we will be 
blessed in ways that we don’t expect. 

 
→ But it isn’t only us who is blessed when we are generous.  Other folks will be 

blessed too.  Our generosity usually means that someone else’s needs are met.  It doesn’t 
much matter what it is that we are giving – the recipient will be blessed by it.    A simple 
cup of water is a blessing to someone who is thirsty, a kind-hearted conversation is a 
blessing to a hurting friend, a warm coat is a blessing to a cold child, and a hot meal is a 
blessing to a hungry man. Generous giving is a ministry that supplies the needs of people 
who do not have enough – enough love, enough hope, enough food, enough money, 
enough heating fuel, enough joy, enough happiness.  Giving generously supplies need 
and supplied need is a bountiful blessing.  
 
……….And finally, something we that we may not have realised or that we perhaps don’t 
always remember, but when we give generously, God is blessed.  Paul told the 
Corinthians that their ministry of helping their brothers and sisters in Jerusalem 
“overflowed with many thanksgivings to God.”  Have you ever stopped to think that 
when you are generous to someone else, they will stop to give thanks to God for the 
blessing in their life?  Your giving, especially if done without others knowing where the gift 
has come from, can feel like a gift straight from heaven.   People are often prompted to 



praise God because of what Christians have done for them, so our generosity results in 
God himself being blessed. 
 
 → So, as we celebrate the harvest this year and give thanks to God for the 
abundant gifts he has given to us, let us remember that God does all of that simply 
because it is his nature, but also so that we in turn might be able to give generously to 
others.  At this harvest time, let us commit ourselves to expressing our gratitude by being 
generous with all that we have to that we might know more of God’s blessing, so that 
others will feel blessed and so that God himself will be blessed because of our attitudes 
and actions. 
 


